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latin america would be so very useful to
the roman empire. brazil, mexico,

colombia, panama, venezuela, cuba,
brazil again. also antartica. though

maybe a little too hard to get people to
go there. china is a good deal bigger,

better populated and has plenty of land.
it's also got the yangtze and the grand
canal and massive population centers. i
don't know about any connecting road
but a lot of those cities are big trading
centers. italy is a good place to start.
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france. britain maybe. the huge
eurasian landmass. africa would work

well enough if its mostly desert. europe
of course. whoever comes up with latin
america, make sure it's in california. or
at least the rio grande valley and the

valley of the rio grande. definitely texas.
california. nevada. a clear, cool, moist
place. and make the tech level about
equal to the orient. i'm in the united
states. i actually don't think that latin

america would be useful. i mean mexico
has really big populations in the

southwest and texas, but it's not a good
scenario as i think the roman empire
wouldn't be able to expand into those
areas. mexico city and it's surrounding

areas seem more like a home base than
a place to invade. i mean..try and think
back to when mexico was a colony and
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not a nation and imagine what it would
be like. the most likely point in which

the roman empire would invade would
be if they tried to invade north america,

like americans did. a few inroads in
mexico would be nice, but the

americans are the big one. i think if
you're talking about an empire in

europe, then latin america would work
well, because the romans aren't going
to be invading panama or venezuela,

nor are they going to be trying to invade
chile or argentina. rather, they would be

conquering spain, and then bringing
over their culture, language and ideas,
then trying to convince the natives to

be romanized. granted, it's going to be
a long process, but it's still nice to have
them conquered at least a little, while
also giving them a chance to have a
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slightly easier life.
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as one of the most amazing things i've
ever seen in a science museum, is the
de-atila exhibit at the arthur m. sackler
gallery at the smithsonian. its about the
huns, who are generally presented as
sadistic barbarian killers. you get to
walk around a roman fort like one of

those in warhammer video games, and
see a lot of graphic detail about how the
huns fought and dominated the roman
empire. its pretty cool. looking at this
interesting site about buddhism in the

us gives me insight into the mindsets of
many of our students, and not just in
religious questions. while buddhism in
the west does not seem to be so big an
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influence on the us as it is in other parts
of the world (though it is growing), it's
still around. and the us is a big country

with a lot of buddhists living in it. i
wonder if maybe the sats are rigged,
because if they are, given the scores
asian students get, and the fact that

admissions essays and the like are still
the same, then it seems like race-based
discrimination is pretty heavily in effect.
so you can have a bunch of really bright
asians who only get mediocre scores on
the sat, and yet even then it seems like

they might be just as talented as the
white kids that get perfect grades, only
we know that the white kids have done
nothing to earn their grade. i wonder if
its even possible to take the sat without
cheating (i mean if a certain number of

people in a room actually have their
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kids take it for them). hey now - so
you're saying that all the hispanics that

are tall and build cars (yes, i did see
those photos of their new car - it was

awesome) are actually asian? wow, we
have a lot of these in the midwest and
in the mountains of georgia and the
carolinas - not sure about the deep

south. 5ec8ef588b
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